STORYTELLING DICE

AGES

6+

ART PROJECTS AT HOME

Inspired by an Art Lab project created by the
Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston, MA, we
invite you to create a set of dice that will inspire
a range of storytelling possibilities. Use our dice
templates or create your own!
This activity was designed for kids and adults,
ages 6 and up, but can be modified for younger
kids with some adult assistance. Great for groups
to work on together.
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Printouts of dice templates or plain paper
Pencil
Scissors
Colored Pencils, markers or crayons
Tape
Ruler/measuring tool if creating your own
dice from scratch

John T. Scott, Paul Robeson, circa 1971-1973, collagraph print, 42” x 31”; E.T. Ross, Untitled (Child in Blue), oil on canvas; Benny Andrews, Hog Callin’ Blues, oil and fabric collage on canvas.

STORYTELLING DICE
DIRECTIONS OVERVIEW:

Inspired by an Art Lab project created by the Institute of Contemporary Art in Boston, MA, and the many
interesting pieces of art in the Xavier University art collection, this activity asks you to create a set of dice that will
invite a range of storytelling possibilities.
You will need:
3 printouts of the dice template or plain paper
Scissors
Ruler or measuring tool
Colored pencils, markers, or crayons
Pencil
Tape
Step 1. Print out 3 copies of the dice template or use a pencil and ruler to draw your own. You can use the
blank copies provided, or the copies that already have assigned characters, settings, or genres.
Step 2. Using scissors, cut along the solid lines of the 3 templates. If you made your own template, use
scissors to cut it out. Using a pencil, trace your template onto 2 pieces of paper. Use scissors to cut along the
traced lines.
Step 3. Make folds along the dotted lines. Unfold, and ﬂip your papers so the dotted lines are facing down.
Step 4. Your ﬁrst die (singular for “dice”) will be the CHARACTER die. Using the University’s collection or your
imagination, choose 6 different characters. On one of your papers, use colored pencils, markers, or crayons to
draw a different character in each square.
Step 5. Your next die will be the SETTING die. Using the University’s collection or your imagination, brainstorm
six different settings (where a story takes place), and write one per square on one of your papers using a marker
or other writing tool. Here are some possible settings: forest, mountain, beach, museum, school, farm.
Instead of writing out the word, you might choose to draw the setting in each square.
OR, for an extra challenge, use images from the art collection to suggest settings, and use those on your die.
Step 6. Your ﬁnal die will be the GENRE die. Brainstorm six different genres (type of story), and write one per
square on one of your papers using a marker or other writing tool. Here are some possible genres: adventure,
sci-fi, fairy tale, mystery, historical fiction, comedy. Instead of writing out the word, you might choose to draw a
symbol for the genre in each square (for example, a castle or dragon to represent “fairytale”).
Step 7. Fold each paper into a cube, using tape to connect each side.
Step 8. Roll the dice and tell a story! With family or friends, take turns rolling the dice and use your
imagination to tell a story that:
is about the character the CHARACTER die lands on
takes place in the setting where the SETTING die lands on
is in the style of story that the GENRE die lands on
You might choose to tell the stories aloud to one another, to write or type your stories, and/or illustrate your
stories.
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PRINT & CUT

out our dice templates. You can also print 3
copies of our blank dice template, or use a
pencil and ruler to create your own.
Cut along the solid lines of your dice.
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CHARACTER DIE

This will be your first die. If you are creating
your own, use XULA’s collection or your
imagination to draw 6 characters. Use color
pencils, markers, or crayons to draw a
different character in each square.
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SETTING DIE

This will be your second die. Brainstorm 6
settings (where a story takes place) and write
one per square on your template using a
marker or other writing tool.
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GENRE DIE

This will be your third die. Brainstorm 6
genres (types of story) and write one genre
per square on your template usinga marker
or other writing tool.

6
ROLL THE DICE AND TELL A STORY!

FOLD

Fold each template along the dotted lines to
form a cube. Use tape to connect each side.

With family or friends, take turns rolling the
dice and use your imagination to tell a story
about the CHARACTER, SETTING, and GENRE
that your dice land on.
You can choose to tell this story aloud,
write it down, or illustrate it.

CREATE
YOUR
OWN
CHARACTER

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT:

John T. Scott, Paul Robeson, circa 1971-1973,
collagraph print, 42” x 31”;
E.T. Ross, Untitled (Child in Blue), oil on canvas;
Matthiessen, Untitled, oil on canvas;
William Pajaud, Jr., Untitled, oil on canvas;
Ylli Haruni, Untitled (Frederick Douglas), oil on canvas;
Benny Andrews, Hog Callin’ Blues, oil and fabric
collage on canvas.

CREATE
YOUR
OWN
SETTING

FROM TOP TO BOTTOM, LEFT TO RIGHT:

Terrance Osborne, Every Day a Miracle, acrylic on wood;
Hüdrko, Under the Big Top, silkscreen;
Wilson Bigaurd, Untitled (Cock Fight), oil on canvas;
A. Tan Kaley, Untitled, oil on canvas;
William Pajaud, Jr., Parade Rest, oil on canvas;
Unknown, Untitled, oil on canvas
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